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n ew PB of 15:31 at t h e
Don cast er 5k Open

Editorial
I write this in the midst of olympic fever, with the athletics just about to start we can
hopefully put all the issues surrounding doping to one side for a bit and focus on the
action.
Outside of the big guns (Mo Farah, Jess and KJT, Greg Rutherford) I'm personally really
looking forward to seeing how some of our more unknown athletes will get on. Who can
not be impressed by Laura Muir?s front running mentality?
Jess Andrews has come from relative obscurity to win the Highgate Harriers Night of the
10,000m PBs and seal Olympic qualification. At the same event the hardworking Andrew
Butchart just missed out on Olympic qualification but has gone from strength to strength
and made the mark a few weeks later. He will now be appearing in the men's 10,000m.
Stepping up in distance I'm fascinated to see how the Hawkins brothers get on in their first Olympic
marathon with Alyson Dixon competing on the women?s side. At 37 it's taken her a while but shows how hard
work can pay off.
Of course Alyson isn't our oldest female runner with the likes of Jo Pavey making her 5th Olympics.
I haven't even touched on the shorter distances, the field events or triathlon. I'm sure there will be many more
stories and I for one cannot wait. It's just a shame a lot of the action will be on in the middle of the night and
we all know how much I need my beauty sleep.
Thanks to all my contributors old and new. Any events, reports or news please email
info@easthullharriers.com

Fixtures
Sunday 21th August
Owston Ferry 10k
Coronation Hall. High Street Owston
Ferry Lincolnshire DN9 1RL
10.30
Unaffiliated Runner Fee - £15.00,
Affiliated Runner Fee - £13.00
https:/ / www.runbritain.com/ entries/
EnterRace.aspx?
evid=7fbc07cf5f72&erid=7dbc0cce5f74

Sunday 28th August
Gilberdyke 10
Gilberdyke Memorial Hall
Clementhorpe Rd, Gilberdyke HU15
2UG,
10.00
Affiliated £14.00 , Unaffiliated £16.00 On Day Affiliated £16.00, On Day
Unaffiliated £18.00
http:/ / humber- triathletes.co.uk/

Sunday 4th September
Major Stone Half Marathon
Lockington Chapel Street Lockington,
YO25 9SN
10.00
£18.70 UKA - £20.70 Non UKA
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200188

Tuesday 6th September
Barton & District Phil Johnson 1 Mile
Barrow Haven Inn Barrow on Humber,
DN19 7EX
19.00
£5 UKA affiliated - £7 unattached
http:/ / www.barton- district- ac.co.uk
/ calendar/ phil- johnson- 5k

Wednesday 7th September
EHH Annual General Meeting
EHH Clubhouse Saltshouse Road Hull.
HU8 9HF
19.30

Sunday 18th September
The Hull Marathon
Hull College Wilberforce Drive Hull,
East Yorkshire HU1 3DG
09:00 - 15:00
Individual: £40 UKA Affiliated, £42
Non- affiliated - 4 Person Relay £110 2 Person Relay £110

Submit fixtures to
info@easthullharriers.com.

http:/ / www.thehullmarathon.co.uk/
The Hull Marathon
Hull College Wilberforce Drive Hull,
East Yorkshire HU1 3DG
09:30 - 15:00
£15
http:/ / www.thehullmarathon.co.uk/

Sunday 25th September
Northern 6 Stage/ 4 Stage relays
Sport City Manchester
Male and female teams required for the
Northern relays. Please see notice board
in the club house and/ or keep an eye on
our FaceBook group.

Sunday 9th October
The Jim Dingwall 10k
Brantingham Park, Brantingham Road,
Elloughton, HU15 1HX
09:00
£14.00 UKA Members - £16.00 Non
UKA - + £2 on the day entries
http:/ / humber- triathletes.co.uk/
jim- dingwall- 10k.html

Sunday 16th October

O
ther Notices
Annual General Meeting
Wednesday 7th September - 7.30pm
Clubhouse, Saltshouse Road
Meeting covers
- Address from President
- Reports from Committee
Secretary, Membership
Secretary and Treasurer
- Setting of 2016/ 17
Subscription rates
- Constitutional Amendments*
- Election of Officers
- General Discussion
* Proposed alterations to the
Constitutional Rules must be
submitted in writing to Julie
Ferguson, Committee Secretary at
least 28 days prior to the AGM (10 th
August 2016) supported by four other
signatures all of whom must be fully
paid up first claim members in all
activities shown under ?Objects?
The Constitutional Rules are on
display in the clubhouse and
available on the club?s website
(easthullharriers.com). If you require
a copy please contact Julie Ferguson
andyandjulie@andyandjulie.karoo.
co.uk

Bridlington Half Marathon
Beaconsfield Promenade, Bridlington
North Bay
10.00
£15.50 UKA - £17.50 Non UKA
http:/ / www.bridlingtonrr.co.uk/
page16.html

Sunday 30th October
Haltemprice 10k
Springfield Way, Anlaby HU10 6QJ,
11.00
£7.00 UKA - £9.00 Non UKA - + £1 on
the day entries
http:/ / www.cityofhullac.co.uk/ uploads
/ forms/ 255/ haltemprice- rrc- 10kroad- race- 2016.docl
The McCain Yorkshire Coast 10K
Scarborough Spa Complex
10.00
£15.00 UKA - £17.00 Non UKA
http:/ / www.yorkshirecoast10k.co.uk/

Harriers Summer BBQ
Saturday 20th August
Pack run at 13:00 with BBQ due
to start at approximately 14:30
onwards.
Please bring you're own beer and
chairs.
Dave Borrill has kindly offered to
pay for the meat as way of a
wedding celebration so just a
pound per person on the door to
cover any other costs.
Please confirm attendance here:
https:/ / www.facebook.com/
groups/ 162339058586/
permalink/ 10153798115408587/

RacingSHoRTS
Hull Marathon 2016
As last year the club will be
responsible for the manning of the
water station on Clarence Street, and
this year we are also marshalling up
to Mount Pleasant. In view of that, we
need a minimum of 17 volunteers
(who do not need to be EHH
members).
Please ensure you register at
http:/ / www.thehullmarathon.co.uk/
community/ marathon-makers and
state your preference for Zone 3
(quoting East Hull Harriers if
necessary), then let me know by
email, text or Messenger that you are
registered.
Last year this proved a great location
to see the runners twice, leaving
ample time to walk into town for the
race finish. This year the Junior event
will also go through our zone, so we
can offer the juniors our support.
Let's ensure a great display of RED
for our zone ?# ehhmassive

Club House Painting
Following actions taken at committee
meetings we have engaged Adrian
Kamis to decorate the clubhouse,
both inside and out.
This work will commence on Monday
8th August and is anticipated to be
complete before the Annual
Barbecue on 20th August.
The clubhouse will now be closed to
members from now until the day of
the barbecue (20th August) to allow
the decorating to proceed at pace
and without having to make
allowances for runners on various
days.
Thank you for your co-operation in
this matter and please spread the
word around your non-Facebook
friends. Any questions, please direct
to me in the first instance.
Please note that hill work will
continue on Thursdays as usual

Park Run Pacing Event
On the 20th of August EHH will be taking over East Hull Parkrun.
Please can you let Mark Gadie know if you cannot now attend, or do the time
stated. Also to help Gill can you let Mark know your barcode number please if not
listed below.
Also it would be good if we can fill in some of the volunteering. Running and none
running. Some roles are below
http:/ / www.parkrun.org.uk/ hull/ futureroster/
Let me know if you can help (or direct to Gill). Ill try and update Gill regular with any
additional volunteers.
Running Roles
-

Set- Up Mark Gadie A82127
Set- Up - Mark Gadie A82127
Set- Up - Kristina Gadie A81334
Set- Up - Graham Hall (direct to Gill)
Post Event close Down - Keith Gadie A222086
Post Event close Down
Equipment and Storage
Token sorting
Result processing
Report Writer - Keith Conkerton A134261
Tail Runner: Linda Douglas A1082788

Some None Running Roles:
-

Scanning
Funnel Management
Funnel Management
Marshalling
Marshalling
Timer

-

18:00 Vincent McGowan
18:30 Matthew Hayes A62920
19:00 Danny Jones A1338312
19:30 Danny Wilson A35424
20:00 Darren White A79447
20:30 Sara Rookyard A94280
21:00 Kerry Young
21:30 Mark Gadie A82127
22:00 Chris Sumpton A63797
22:30 Grame Smith A527393
23:00 Kris Hoppy A968170
23:30 Guy Gibson A74634
24:00 Paul Reed A1497807
24:30 Keith Conkerton A134261
25:00 Steve Chapman A73477
25:30 Debbie Jacketts A1044069
26:00 Vicki Stone
26:30 Kristina Gadie A81334
27:00 Tony Goulding A72665
27:30 Neil Mickleburgh A201950
28:00 Dave Dearing A294783
28:30 Emily Maria (Emily Wix) A1239250
29:00 Laura Cropper A96111
29:30 Mandy Davison (barcode due @ weekend)
30:00 Paul Backen A201862
30:30
31:00
31:30
32:00
32:30
33:00 Julie Barker A114695

Any questions please see Mark Gadie
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ groups/ 162339058586/ permalink/ 10153801145483587/

ChampagneLeague2016

By Rich Buckle
Champagne League began this year
on a miserable Tuesday evening on
Hessle Foreshore. This was my first
time running either Champagne
League or Summer League, so it was
a bit of a strange feeling to be racing
on a Tuesday evening. I think our
skipper had run out to Hessle in
order to build up his mileage (short
races on a Tuesday night don't fit
easily
with
weekly
mileage
schedules), so Alec led us out to a
clear win. I was behind Gregan
Clarkson and Nige on the way out.
Gregan started the League with an

over training injury and began to flag
at the turn around point, allowing me
to pass him. Hessle's a funny old
race: you can see the finish line all
the way back in for over a mile and
it's a quick surface, so you know how
to pace yourself, but it's a pretty
painful start to the race series.
The next race at North Cave was a
complete contrast: a lovely summer
evening. I didn't really know the
route, and Gareth Young was
guesting at this one. He didn't know
the route either. Gareth led us out for
the first three and a bit miles. At one
point running through the fields we
had to rely on Matty behind us

yelling at us to go straight on. Matty
himself was fighting to stay ahead of
CoH's Nic Harne, who was still
running very strongly at this stage in
the competition. Running back into
Hotham was a good feeling, and I
managed to add a little bit of pace to
over take Gareth in order to use the
lovely down hill finish of this
particular race to have my first win of
the League.
I can't remember which long and hilly
race I'd completed at the weekend
before the Beverley Westwood, but I
knew I couldn't attack the first hill
aggressively. I really enjoyed this
short race and would like to give it a

performance may or may not have
been fuelled by pre- race consumption
of beer.

Rich Buckle on his way to win the
Champagne League Yellow jersey
bit more of an effort next year. Alec
led out Gregan, who was back on form
by this point. Alec, on the other hand,
was suffering with an injury and had
to pull up at the top of the first hill. A
real shame, as the victory would no
doubt have been his! It was an
exciting race and I remember running
behind Nige to find the best way
through the woods and protect my
face from branches, and then the
down- hill sprint to the finish. Well
done to Chris Adams for his surge at
the end to come past me and of
course Gregan for a strong victory.
Lockington saw Mike Hargreaves
guesting for EHH and ultimately losing
out to the Gregster by a small margin.
Mike set off at a very brisk pace,
leading to comparisons with a certain
City of Hull Runner! This race is
notable for being about 400 metres
longer than the listed distance, which
led to a very painful early final kick!
Danny Jones deserves a mention for
leading out the race up the first hill in
a very impressive manner! This

harder parts of the course for the
benefit at the start and finish.

I had thought the yellow jersey was
The first Wauldby Green race saw our secure having put in a decent
skipper lead the field out at a quick performance at Wauldby, but I hadn't
pace. The last 400 metres of the race realised that South Dalton was a mass
were a quagmire, and we were very start race and so very nearly missed
pleased with our choice of off road the start! This was the only course I'd
shoes. I tried to put on a good sprint at run before (in reverse) and I was
the finish, but Matty still managed to feeling strong, so managed a win.
hold me off by a second at the end for Another pleasant evening for racing.
a very exciting finish! This was
unfortunately Nige's last race of the The series finished at Lockington on
series, with him picking up a pretty another very hot evening. I soaked my
serious foot injury shortly afterwards. hat and vest in the stream before the
This was a particular shame because start of the race which helped a bit. It
Nic Harne had also suffered a foot was a pleasant course with which to
injury by this point. Not only was he in finish the series and well done to
second place for the yellow jersey at Gregan on another win.
this point, but it would have been So, the first time for me running the
great to get an
Champagne
EHH 1- 2- 3 for
League. I found it
the
overall
enjoyable
and
"Danny
Jones
deserves
a
competition.
varied.
Thank
mention for leading out the
Anyway,
Nige
you to all at CoH
race up the first hill in a very who
showed
great
were
sportsmanship in
involved
with
impressive manner! This
stopping near the
organising
performance may or may not marshalling and
finish to help pick
the
have been fuelled by pre- race races, and those
up a Bridlington
runner who had
consumption of beer."
who
produced
gone with road
the results and
shoes.
handicaps.
Congratulations
also
to Matty Hayes
Kiplingcoates was hard work on a very
for
second
in
the
yellow
jersey and
hot evening as runners waited around
CoH's
Adrian
Bushby
for
a strong
to begin the race, the handicap
performance
throughout
to
gain
third.
element of the series having kicked in
Well
done
also
to
Rob
Wells
for
fourth
by this point. It was satisfying to pass
runners who had set off earlier and I in the handicap competition, Julie
think the mysterious handicapper got Salvidge for fifth and Danny Jones for
a lot of the handicaps bang on. Thanks fifth in the men's best 7/ 9 handicap
to Tony Cross for jogging the course competition. Ultimately, the yellow
with me before the race set off. This jersey was more about luck, avoiding
was quite a challenging course, in injury and hoping that the quality
particular the first loop without really runners have other priorities for their
having anyone to pace you. For one season.
EHH runner, the temptation when
running past his car proved just too
strong! Challenging as well because
we had no idea how yellow jersey
timings had progressed until Peter
Taylor released the results the
customary ten minutes after race
finish. At least there was some shelter
from the heat once we started gaining
on those who had set off earlier on the
old railway line. Well done to Gregan
on the quickest overall time for this
race.
The 8 miler at Wauldby Green was the
most challenging race of the series. It
was a long wait for the race to begin. It
felt like hours - probably because it
was. This at least gave some of us
chance to jog round some of the start
and end of the course. Once again, it
was a quagmire, and well worth
putting up with off road shoes on the

Matty Hayes - second in the yellow
jersey competition

Thunder Run
By Paul Reed
During one of the 'new runners?
initiative' runs, I was chatting to Chris
Sumpton and he mentioned the 24
hour Adidas Thunder Run. He told a
story of fun, pain and endurance, I
thought, he must be mad, and forgot
about it. Well in late June a post on
the Harriers website asking if anyone
wanted to join a Harriers Thunder Run
team, and before I knew it I had
signed up .
The timing of the event, now
sponsored by Continental, was good
coz i was planning to go to the dales
to do the 3 peaks and a few other
things and thought it would be a nice
ending to my exercise week away.
So I arrived in my old haunts in the
midlands on Friday afternoon after a
slow gridlocked drive down the A1,
with my little car packed to the gills
with stuff.... Luckily Janice and Mandy
had got there early- ish and secured a
medium sized space for our tents.
After a rushed empty of the car and a
leisurely erecting of Camp Paul, I could
now relax.
Over the next few hours more n more
Harriers, as well as a few new faces
arrived and our camp compound filled
up till it was packed. The Friday night

The Hull Massive

was a mix of excitement, micky taking,
planning, fear n lots of beer as we all
relaxed before the next day?s activities.
Soon enough it was nearly time for the
mid- day start, after a quick team
photo of course, (with still 3 of my
team missing, presumed lost/ dead).
We all amassed at the start for a
safety briefing, with about 3000
others. I never heard a thing n was
quite in the dark how the change overs
would go etc. Luckily Andrea was on

the ball n bossed us about and got
her troops into shape... Linda first,
then Andrea, then me and newby to
me Ian, then hopefully our lost team
members would be here.. Doctor
Dan, Keith and Lucy.... or the 4 of us
would be doing lots more laps...
eeeeek.
The gun went off and Linda passed
our viewing point looking strong in
the sweltering heat. I knew she had
planned a sub hour 10K lap so my
mental maths meant it would be
Andrea starting before 1pm and me
at 1.50 ish, bugga hottest part of the
day.
Luckily the 3 lost team members
arrived and I'd only be doing 3 maybe
4 laps, and not 5 or 6. Waiting in the
pen for Andrea was chaos, runners
coming and going all the time. Then
she was here, quick hand over the
baton, a luminous wrist band and i
was off, determined not to start too
fast but within a few minutes I was
gasping for air as the first hill of
many was climbed. The run
continued seemingly either going up
or down with not much flat
in- between, as well as going round n
round in circles in the woods.

Fun for all the family

I caught Emma at the 6K mark and
after a few words of encouragement
between us I sped up a touch. The
inflatable tire finish appeared and I
handed over to Ian with a
disappointing but very sweaty 56.24
lap.
The rest of my team continued to run
hard, with speedy laps from "Man on

lap. I got to the pen a bit before 3am
and peered into the darkness as a
continual stream of bleary eyed
runners in head torches passed by. All
seeming telling stories of unseen tree
roots, twisted ankles, and unplanned
painful trips through the bushes. The
expected arrival time passed by, other
Harriers had set off but no sign of
Andrea. Then I heard a voice I
recognized saying, "Anthea have you
seen Paul?", she was about 4ft away
and we hadn?t seen each other in the
darkness.
Off I went again and within a few
hundred meters realized I couldn?t see
a thing, so decided to take it very
steady and not risk an injury in the
scary dark woods. Halfway thru the
lap I was completely befuddled where I
was or what I was doing but carried on
steadily to finish the lap just as the
sun was rising, in a very slow 64 odd
mins.
We had now dropped off the top 50
leader board so had no idea of our
overall position. Later looking at the
results, Keith ran nearly the same
time daylight or night. He's a machine,

Graham Wilkinson modeling the EHH
onesie which was unveiled at Thunder
Run
a mission" Dr Dan, Keith and Lucy.
With Decent back up times from
Linda, Andrea and Ian After the first 6
hours we was in 46th place and just
on the leader board in our category.
My next leg was a bit after 8pm so
took my head torch with me.
This lap from me was better and I
quite enjoyed it and I was nearly 90
seconds quicker in the much cooler
air. As I handed over to Ian it was just
getting dark. Back at the EHH camp
commune it was a hive of activity,
with BBQ's, resting, gabbing, planning
and preparation and an excited Kirsty
with the kiddies. I just collapsed in my
chair n couldn't speak. A quick
calculation meant it would be about a
6 hour turn around for our 7 runners
so would be around 2.30 am for my
my next leg.
Just before 2 am Linda rudely woke
me from my dreams of fluffy bunnies
to tell me Andrea had started her 3rd

never mind Dr Dan, he was doing extra
uncounted laps for fun. I just went to
bed eating a cold Pork Chop.
So my next and final leg would be
around 10am, meaning Dan would do
the last leg denying Keith his 4th. Well
me being the kind hearted generous
loveable guy I am, discussed this with
Keith and said he can have my place if
he?s desperate to do 4. He was. So
with a heavy heart (huge relief) and a
slight re- order of positions Keith took
my place and set off about 11.16am
and with another speedy 52 min leg
brought our relay run to a finish after
24 hours 8 min and 33 second.
We ended up doing 25 legs overall and
was in 68th position out of 239 teams.
Linda, Andrea, Ian and Keith all did 4
legs, Me and Lucy did 3 as did Dan,
who did 3 officially and probably 15
unofficially... no, think he did 5 really ?
Big congratulations to my fellow
runners for making it an very
enjoyable weekend, and you never
know I might do 4 legs next year..
maybe. Great running by the other 4
Harrier teams to come 34th, 47th,
58th, and 147th with us in 68th.

JamesHerriot 14KTrail Run
By Shirley Oglesby
On Sunday 31st July a large number of
EHH members were heading south for
the inaugural Great Grimsby 10K run
whilst Laura Cropper and myself were
heading ?up north?for the James
Herriot Trail run. This was the second
time Laura has completed this run and
my fourth. For some reason the
weather is always kind and Sunday
proved no exception, blue sky, very
warm with quite a strong wind.

James Herriot 14k Trail Run ? Shirley
Oglesby and Laura Cropper

This year saw a record number of 257
runners mainly from Clubs in the
surrounding area with our two red
vests looking a little lost ? I have in
previous years tried via the newsletter
to encourage one or two members to
have a go at this course but obviously
with little success! The first 1 ½ miles
takes you out of the village and uphill
through fields and was particularly
strenuous, the headwind for the first
half of the course also didn?t help. On
reaching the top the terrain changes
to an undulating stony track which
continues for about 4 ½ miles before
turning on to a grassy path, which
unfortunately is short lived, then track
again which winds its way down
unerringly to the finish outside the
Castle.
The stony tracks which make up quite
a lot of the run had been ?topped?up
this year with new stones apparently
ready for the start of the ?Glorious
12th?,personally I found them really
hard to run on this year both from a
tripping point of view and with no
cushioning in trail shoes my feet were
aching and sore when I finished - in
fact I found the 24 miles at Swaledale
a lot easier! Didn?t have a particularly
good run or time this year being 6
minutes down on last year but it?s not
put me off and I will be back to try
again next year and hoping that one of
two members will join me! Castle
Bolton is a beautiful location and
brilliant scenery en- route (that is if
you have time to take your eyes off
your feet! ! )
The Rotary Club do provide plenty of

Castle Bolton is a beautiful location

prizes 1st/ 2nd/ 3rd Male and
Female/ 1st and 2nd Vet Prizes/ Three
team shields : Men?s Team of
4/ Female Team of 4/ Mixed Team 2
Men+1 Female? alas we didn?t win
anything but I?m certain we have
members at the Club very capable of
picking up some of these prizes!
Winner of the Men?s Race: Carl
Bell- Keswick AC- 53.1 / / 2nd Andrew
Grant- Harrogate Harriers 54.49
Winner of the Ladies Race: Michelle
Nolan- RZH- 62.12/ / 2nd Victoria
Whitehead- Valley Striders 64.04
My time 92.42/ / / Laura 103.21

pIECEoFcAKE- 16THjULY2016
By Dan Newton
A marathon with the name ?Piece of
Cake? conjures up images of a nice,
flat, possible pb course. Unfortunately
this was anything but. It is organised
by CODRC ?How Hard Can It Be?
events, who I have run with before and
therefore having checked the course
profile knew exactly what I had let
myself in for.
They have the most fantastic medals,
which make the journey and gruelling
runs worthwhile.
James drove us from Hull, setting off
at 6.00am, heading down the M62,
M18, M1, A38, M54 and finally the A59
towards Church Stretton. This is now a
well- travelled journey for James and I
taking between 3 and 3 ½ hours to
make. Being a weekend it was a little
quieter than the midweek journeys
and was a trouble free trip.

A collection of the fantastic medals

The race was due to start at 10.00am
and we arrived at around 9.15am,
giving ample time to say hello to
familiar faces, get changed and
stretch.
Some of the competitors and their
supporters also bring cakes, a
welcome refreshment to look forward
to at the end of the event. Although no
prize is given, this is a competition in
itself.
Denzil, the race director, gave the
obligatory race instructions and we
set off from Carding Mill Valley
National Trust car park and headed
North. This is a 2 lap course and
although it was a well marked route,
we were told to take an OS map,
compass and other race kit. With this
in mind I thought I would take in the
surroundings during the first lap and
try and remember the way aournd for
lap 2.
The first 3 miles was quite a harsh

Cakes and more cakes for a great post race treat

no- one caused any damage and the
fields seemed to be overgrown with
wild grass, with no crops being grown.
Most of the other runners seemed
undeterred by this incident and
everyone seemed to be helping each
other getting over the obstacles.

The Competitors Being Given Race Instructions

I lost Rich for a while, however
gradually caught him about a mile
later. You never stop learning and Rich
gave me a couple of handy pieces of
ultra advice. If a marble will roll down
it, you walk up it and a run isn't about
time, it's about survival. Being lazy, I
thought these were great pieces of
advice, particularly the fabulous
excuse for walking the uphills.

miles, the course being a figure 8. The
path continued to the West and was
now a steady downhill, affording the
first chance to get the legs moving.
I was happy to bump into Rich
Whittaker at around 6 miles. He's a
regular marathon runner, who I see up
and down the country, completing his
100th last year. He is also an
ultra- runner, competing in a number
of events, including 100 and 110
milers.

Steep Climb At The Start

Around mile 7, just after the Bridges
Pub, where the 2nd check point was,
the course had been tampered with
and we ended up in a field, off route.
Unfortunately we had also taken a few
other runners with us. Seeing quite a
few others ahead we caught up and all
decided to nip across a couple of fields
and back onto the correct path. It was
a little tricky negotiating as we had to
hurdle over a barbed wire fence and
the farmer wasn't too happy, however

Another Climb

climb, initially going along a narrow
rocky path, before opening out onto
open heather covered hills. As we
went North and then turned to the
West, the wind was bellowing in our
faces and the countryside brought
with it swathes of flies. My calves
were hurting already, however from
experience I knew that the first few
miles are always my worst, until my
body settles down and starts to relax,
knowing that 26 miles of battering are
to come.
Quite a few people passed me over
the next few miles; however I had set
my mind on taking it relatively easy
and to just enjoy myself. All I needed
to do was to have a glance at my
surroundings to remind myself what
it was all about, being out in the open
and taking in the idyllic views.
After around 3.5 miles we arrived at
the first check point, which also acted
as the 3rd checkpoint at around 11.5

Cakes and more cakes
forViews
a great post race treat
Lovely

The course looped back to the East
and started to climb uphill again for
around 3 miles, with a short detour
South, picking up The Port Way back
North and then again heading East.
Arriving at the checkpoint at around
11.5 miles. I treated myself to a
mixture of half coke, half water. The
body appreciates sugary drinks on
these kind of runs and it's important
to replace lost fluids. I did have my
camel bak, however it is handy to
make use of the friendly aid stations.
Continuing downhill again, some of it
quite steep and rocky, we went
through the halfway mark at around
2hrs 17mins. We now began the
second lap of the course, knowing
what to expect.
I'd been running with Rich for the best
part of the race and we agreed that
we'd stick together for the rest of the
race, hoping not to hold each other
back.

The Last Checkpoint

We continued running parts and
walking the more difficult sections,
generally having a good gas. For me
time seemed to flow by, slowly
passing some of the other runners.
Around mile 20, we chummed up with
another runner, Gary and agreed that
it would be good to stay together. It
would help to pass the time, plus it is
always difficult running on your own,
particularly through desolate locations
and I think Gary appreciated the
company.
Arriving at the final check point, we
were encouraged by the marshals to
race each other, as we were competing
for 2nd place. You could have knocked
me over with a feather. I had spent so
much time talking, walking and taking
photos, I didn't think it was possible
that we were in this position.
Having already agreed with Rich early
on that we would run together and
similarly come to the same agreement
with Gary we confirmed that we
wouldn?t break up and would continue
as we were and cross the line
together. It's always nice to run in a
group and personal glory wasn't a
priority for any of us.
The next couple of miles or so were
kind and downhill, if a little steep and
rocky, however we kept to our word
and all arrived at the finish line
together in joint 2nd position.
It was a great feeling to finish a pretty
harsh event, even better to sample the
cake that had been provided by other
runners and the organisers.
There were a couple of red bull girls,
promoting new flavours and I was

Rich, Me and Gary
more than happy to sample the
tropical one.
I had a stretch and clapped some of
the other runners coming in. Chatting
with Denzil, the race director and his
Mum. James arriving shortly after. He
has been struggling with injuries and
form, so it was good to see him at the
finish line, in a respectable time.
Rich, Gary and I finished in a time of
around 4 hours 40 minutes, which is a
lot slower than I would usually expect
for a marathon. However the course
was one of the hardest and prettiest I
have encountered. The total climb was
1406 metres (4612 feet).
A well deserved rest from racing next
week. Next up is Enigma World Cup
Winners Marathon on 30th July 2016.

Endure24
By James Braithwaite
Well I was tagged in a Facebook post
by a friend that a team needed
someone to fill in the team so I
decided to go for it. In preparation
for the event I was in fine form and I
was really looking forward to it, I
targeted 3- 4 laps at Endure 24 there
5 mile laps.
The week of the race I did 2 steady
sessions, but I was just tempted to
do only 15 miles at Endure 24. I
started getting my stuff sorted on
Monday evening.
Kit list:
-

Running x2 shirt,
x2 shorts,
x2 trainers,
1 watch,
1x leggings. X20
Crate of beer
sweets, gels.
Wash kit/ towel
Clothes
Camera
Head torch,
2x arm light,
2x leg lights.
Batteries.

Everyone in the team was getting
special individual shirts made so I
decided to indulge mine said
?James? ?We run! Marathons up
north for fun?, I was so excited about
it all the week leading up to it.
The day before the race I got the 8:26
am train to Doncaster it was early
getting to Doncaster the journey was
good but my next train which I got to
London was late leaving the station,
When I got to London Kings Cross, I
then had to get a tube from Kings
Cross St Pancras underground tube
to Paddington underground station.
I?d been dreading it since I decided to
do the race, the journey was not as
bad as I was expecting, then I had to
get a train from London Paddington
to Reading, after that I then got
picked up from Reading train station
by one of my team mates.
Then when I got to the site the camp
was already set up by some of my
team I got a guard of honour from
my teammates, my teammates were
epic, nice and fantastic. The place
was good the event village was ok
but expected more. I also saw a lot of
people off the Facebook running

groups I?m on and I talked to them for
a long time and got a few pictures.
I talked to my team mates / group
mates a bit and a lot of other people
who I know. I walked a little bit of the
course on
Friday
night, the
atmosphere was good in the camp the
team was good on the night.
I got my t- shirt what I had made,
event t- shirt, event chip also the
event goodies, I had a few drinks
whilst talking to my team mates,
learnt a lot about my team mates. We
played a quiz and listened to music.
On the Saturday morning I got woken
up by some noisy people and it had
started raining. I had a nice breakfast
whilst talking to people until the
event started.
The event started I was taking
pictures, I was really excited for my
turn to start. I met a lot more people
off Facebook. I started my 1st lap just
after 2pm the course was good but
there was a hill just up the road then
at the top of it was on to trail it had
plenty of twists turns, ups and downs
with lots of good views as you go
along the course you go to 5km there
were a water station and just up
about 100 meters there was a VW
camper van with energy shots then
10 meters on your left there is a
massive Hill called ?Heart Break Hill?
it was hard, everyone I saw walked up
it then from there it?s downhill after
more turns you come out 50 meters
from the entrance to the hill then it?s a
lot more twists turns and then you
get to a heavily wooded section which
was downhill with a few turns, then
you come out the forest where there?s
a few undulating cross country
sections where it?s very tight and
enough room for one person on the
course, then come out on to the
campsite you run around some of the
site then soon after that you get
across the finish line I got the 5 miles
in 1:03:14.
The course was good, after that I
talked to a lot of my friends and then
went to the start and cross the finish
line, I then decided to take pictures,
watching the race and at about mid
Saturday evening the inflatable start
finish gantry collapsed on some
competitors part of it still had air in
but part of it didn?t, allowing a gap for
runners to run under after a few
minutes two men from the race
organisers were holding it up so
runners could run over a majority of
the start finish mat, about 10 minutes
or a little longer the organisers were
putting air back into the inflatable
gantry and all was fixed. My second

One of the views at Endure 24
lap was at 8:10 pm, I got to the
changeover point and a bit later I
started my 2nd lap it was not dark yet
but as it had passed 8pm head torches
had to be used. I started off on a more
steady pace from my last lap and
about 1mile in I was going good still
enjoying the route and also the
company of other runners was good
and the lakes and ponds were good
views on the route I got to ?Heart
Break Hill? and I was on for a course
PB I finished the lap in 1:03:05 a 9
second course PB, I very much enjoyed
my semi dark lap.
Just after my 2nd lap I went to see one
of my friends who I?d been looking for,
talked to them for a bit then I went
back to camp and then had my tea
which consisted of chilli con carne,
salad, cheese and a bread cake. It hit
the spot as I?d been looking forward to
it for a few hours. I stuck around camp
for a little while then I went off to talk
to some of my friends for 1:30 hrs then

went to bed.
I was supposed to be on at 5:00 am
but was woken up at 3:35am to be
told ?you?re on at 4:34 am?. I set off
about 25 minutes early to the
changeover point. I changed over it
was still dark so it was another head
torch lap. I set off I knew it was
going to be slow within the 1st mile I
was just wanting to get around not
bothered about my time but still
enjoying it, it was a tough lap I was
struggling up until 1km to go when I
ran with one of my friends I
improved my pace over the last 1km
by 6mins a mile I did lap 3 in 1:14:42.
I went back to the communal tent to
sit and have some rest and
relaxation. A little later on I had my
breakfast of a bacon sandwich and a
chocolate cookie which I really
needed for a boost. It was a bit cold
so I was tempted to go back to bed
but I couldn?t see the point. I set off

Tank anybody?

to get to the changeover I set off so I
could do my 4th lap, my lap started
5mins later than expected but within
the first few hundred meters I could
tell it felt better than I did on the third
lap, in the 1st km I was on pace for a
course PB but decided to take it easy
as the course was different every lap
like this one was more wet under foot
on some downhill sections you had to
be sensible, I talked to a few people on
my way around as I?d done on my
previous laps, about a mile from the
end someone from one of the other
teams I was with caught me up so I
ended up running with them and
finished with them, I did it in 1:05:10
which I was happy with, I was happy
with majority of my pace at Endure 24

besides the 3rd lap.
After I finish my 4th lap I gave the
band onto a fellow teammate. I got a
few drinks of water and then
exchanged my chip for my medal, then
went back to camp put my tent away
and packed my stuff and got a cheese
sandwich and a can of well- earned
fosters lager. Then went to watch
everyone else finish, then said
goodbye to everyone and set off to the
train station.

course was good, hilly at points and
fun. The support there was good, the
medal, t- shirt, goodies were
impressive. I got to put many names
to faces and finally it was so
amazing being able to meet so many
people. I definitely want to do more
of these types of events in the
future. There?s a high chance that I?ll
do it again next year. I was happy
with majority of my times which
were consistent happy with 20
miles.

The overall journey to and from there
was ok but the long journey?s were
worth the time and effort to uptake,
the race weekend was good I would
recommend it to anyone, it was my
first time trail running I enjoyed it the

It was also hard with not much
sleep. Overall the weather over the
weekend was sunny, muggy with a
little bit of cold and rainy spells, but
not much rain at the race which was
good.

Just some of the 35 harriers racing

G
rimsby10k
By Darren White
Not many people will realise that
although I was born in Nottingham I
actually for my sins grew up just south
of the river in Grimsby and
Cleethorpes. Therefore when
Tape2Tape announced a 10k in my
previous hometown, it was one I
wasn't going to miss. Over 1200
runners lined up for the inaugural 10k
with plenty from EHH and the other
local clubs. In addition the merry band
of supporters had made the trip to
support the runners along the route.
The race starts at the town hall in the
centre before quickly turning left to
sweep past the council depot and right
at a mini roundabout to offer us our
first glimpse of People's Park (where
we would be finishing). It was around
this point I had settled into a group
including Danny Wilson and Keri
Pearson (CoH). Danny started to gap
us, so should I stick or twist. As I was
still feeling pretty good I decided to
twist and follow Danny hoping he
wasn't going out to fast (I wasn't sure
what pace we was doing as I wouldn't
look at my watch until 5k).

I guess somebody spotted the camera, my current racing partner Danny
showing his form with a new 10k PB of 37:31

This race was always going to be a
trip down memory lane and first stop
was a left turn onto the first major
road taking us past the Wheatsheaf,
this is the pub I drank in as a student
at Grimsby College. Talking of which,
the route then goes past the
aforementioned college, the second
stop on memory lane before a left
turn onto Scartho Road (drop the h
unless your posh).
Myself and Danny were keeping a
decent pace past the now closed
Swimming Pool and the Nunsthorpe
Estate (the main estate I live in, in
Grimsby). At some point along here
we past Eddie Rex who had gone off
like a rocket. Also in the distance was
my namesake Darren Edge (BEV), in
the back on my mind I thought I'd try
and close the gap. Knowing that
Darren usually "edges" me in races
and if I can get close to him I'm
having a good day.
Next stop on the whistle stop tour is
the entrance to the hospital. I spent
many a mis- spent youth jumping on
the back of the food/ laundry carts to
get a lift (we used to call them yellow
coaches - no idea why as they look
nothing like a coach) before the route
then passed the big houses which
were good for a apple foraging. Up
next is a left turn at Scartho past one
of the many places my parents used
to show rabbits (yes, rabbits! ).

Kirsty Wilson - 10k PB - 43:32

Mandy Davison - 10k PB - 52:34

Keith Conkerton - 10k PB - 44:25

No PB for me but back under 38 after
over a year

Anyway back to the race and at the
4km mark up the only real incline
Danny started to gap me. Unable to
bridge the distance on the descent
the route then goes left onto the new
road (admittedly built when I still lived
in Grimsby so hardly new anymore....).
Just before this I passed through 5km
in around 18:50 - a little off what I'd
have liked but still on target for a low
38.
After a short section the route then
goes left onto the very straight
Peaks Parkway. Thankfully I had
been joined by a Sheffield Strider
runner and could still see Danny in a
group of 5 ahead. I tried to bridge the
gap but I think it was much bigger
than it looked. By this point it really
was hurting and as we passed
through the "mad" mile it was a case
of digging in and trying to maintain
pace to hopefully finish in the low 38s
or sub 38.
A left turn onto Weelsby Road and a
relatively short section before
entering the park for the final stop
(and finish) down memory lane.
People's' Park has happy memories for
me having spent many a happy hour
playing hide and seek and feeding the

ducks there. Thankfully the happy
memories will continue as after a
sprint for the line I finished in 37:58
getting under the elusive 38 barrier
again. It's only taken over a year since
Leven 10k 2015.
I wasn't the only one to have a good
day. Roared on by the great support
Danny Wilson finished 1st harrier in
37:31 for 34th place. Not to be
outdone there was pb's for Kirsty
Wilson - 43:32 (on the back of a 19
mile long run the day before! ), Keith
Conkerton - 44:25 and Mandy Davison

- 52:34. I'm sure there were other
therefore sorry if I've missed them.
Impeccable organisation, great support
and atmosphere particularly at the
start and finish, a decent good bag if
that's your kind of thing plus a fast and
flat course, what's not to like? It can
only bolster Tape2Tape's reputation as
a top quality events organiser. I for one
will be back as I'm sure will be many
others.
Full EHH results on the website:
http:/ / easthullharriers.com/
2016/ 08/ grimsby- 10k/

Enigmaneedfor speedmarathonSaturday2ndJuly2016
By James Braithwaite
Well I signed up for it with 13 days to
go as enigma put they'd had 2 places
come up on Facebook.
I'd been getting the mileage in on the
last few weeks leading up to the race.
As soon as I entered I was looking
forward to getting my hands on some
enigma bling.
I got picked up at 4:45 am by James
and then picked Dan up and got on
our way. We stopped at a service
station down south somewhere for a
break then got back on our way to
Milton Keynes at after 8 am.
After getting there I started getting
taped up with rock tape and the Race
director Foxy saw me and said ?are
your legs falling apart already? I
laughed and then put my cream on
my legs and got my things and
camelback organised and saw a few
East Hull Harriers then I went to
collect my number in the pub. After I
got my number on I just chatted with
the other East Hull Harriers members.
I saw a few people who I?d met about
a month before at Endure 24.
At about 8:45 am I started to follow
other runners towards a marquee
then the race director walked
everyone over to the start. it was a
little walk to the start. Once at the
starting position everyone got briefed
then the race started at just after 9
am the race started off with a quarter
of a lap to the finish line of a lap
where the aid station was inside a
marquee from there it was 7 laps of
the full course.
The views on the course where very
nice and the 1st lap went by easy and
it continued on the 2nd lap the sites
just kept me going on my second lap I
got over taken my Dan, James and Guy
in quick succession I took being
lapped selfies which I?d joked with
them about doing before the race. I
got to my 3rd lap of the race with
ease. The terrain of the course was
mostly on paths with a little bit of
grass and stony part but some parts
of the paths were uneven which for
me was not good for my feet on my
3rd lap. The lake and its views where
good to focus on at some points on
the course you could see other
runners on other parts of the course.
The support from people was good
the East Hull Harrier support was top
class the best I've witnessed. I was on

All the local runners before the start of the marathon
for a PB until about half way around
lap 3 when my feet were hurting. Dan
came up behind me and did a couple of
hundred meters with me on my 3rd lap
and I ran with one of my friends from
Scunthorpe for a little while on the lap
as well.
I got to my 4th lap thinking I don't
want to do this anymore. I met some
of my friends from down south on the
route which helped me get around
most of the lap and helped me focus
on the race. But I was falling apart
more and more and I was about 0.30
miles from starting my 5th lap and
Dan was running up behind me he
slowed down and got me to the end of
my 4th lap which was his last lap and
then I took off my camel back and
stretched off for a few minutes then

went off on my 5th lap, Dan ran with
me for about 0.20 miles which really
helped to spur me on.
On my 5th lap I was fresh running
most of it enjoying it again I felt like
a Duracell bunny until I got to the
end of the lap. I was passing the
finish line/ start lap line and the race
director said to me ? look happy you
paid for it? It brought a smile to me. I
had to take an unexpected toilet stop
costing me 15 minutes and when I
started my 6th lap I was stiff and
aching more. About half way around
the lap I saw the start of the half
marathon start. I was really
struggling I managed to get to the
last lap the race director rang the
bell for my last.

Beautiful scenery around the lake to take your mind off the pain

I stretched off again at the aid station
and I got some water and food then
set off on my 7th final lap I put my
camel back back on I saved taking
pictures of the surroundings until the
last lap. There are two horse shoe
parts on the lake which give u a
mental bettering as the look really
short to go around but are bigger then
expecting and you come out to the end
of it and your about 100 meters from
the other side where you started to go
around them. I managed to slog it out
to the end of the lap and finish well it's
another one ticked off #2 marathon
also a nice medal & good company at
Enigma.
The course is mostly on paths with
bits uneven & a few bits of uphill and
a little bit on grass and stones and
there are lots of nice scenery, the lake
is very nice, there's a lot of wildlife.
The aid station was good with water,
crisps, nuts, Jaffa cakes etc. The geese
on a corner of the lake as you past the
pub congregated a lot and just walked
straight in front of you making it hard
at times to manoeuver around them.
There were lots of local runners there
from EHH, KUH, Scunthorpe &
Cleethorpes which made it a good
atmosphere at Enigma. The lake is not
as bad as people suggest. I had good
support all round from the runners
especially from the runners from
Humberside which attributed to the
atmosphere of the event.
The medals that enigma do are top
notch you also get a little pin attached
to the ribbon on the medal with a fox
on. The need for Speed marathon
medal is so nice the ribbon
complements it correctly.
The events at enigma are really well
organised and I cannot recommend
them enough. It was also good to see
so many local runners at the race
enjoying it. The support off of runners
was good. I can?t wait until I do my
next event with Enigma defiantly in
the top 3 events I?ve done.

Selfie time! - from top left. Dan
Newton, James Pearson., Guy Gibson.
David "Foxy" Bayley (organiser of the
Enigma races).
And finally James with his finises
medal.

Enigma-NEEDFO
RSPEED
By Katy White
When you tell people that you've
signed up for a marathon there are
usually two likely responses. Either
they get excited and think it's brilliant
or they think you're crazy. What most
of us don't admit is that from the
moment we sign up we too swing
rather erratically between these two
perspectives. Training is either going
really well or you want to hurl your
trainers off the nearest cliff. The
really good news is that the race isn't
much better. Well at least the
inconsistency is consistent!
For my first marathon I chose the
Enigma Need for Speed on 2nd July
2016, seven and a bit laps of a sports
lake in Milton Keynes. Why? Well I
spent the same weekend last year
watching as hubby Darren tackled
eight and a bit laps to complete a 30
miler. It occurred to me that it would
be quite nice to be guaranteed to see
your 'support crew' every 3.6 miles.
You can get exactly what you want in
terms of nutrition without having to
carry anything and everyone there
seemed a little crackers (many
signed up to do more than one race in fact one guy did both marathons
and the half over the two days) so i
figured I'd feel at home.
So race day dawned and ... I felt ok.
The weather was good, if a little
warmer than expected, and as we
lined up for the start I was actually
looking forward to the race (maybe
because once over I could finally have
my weekends back). Anyway, a lap or
so in I got chatting to a couple of
local runners and stuck with them
for the next 3 laps. The course was
quite scenic and easy underfoot with
only the odd family of unruly children
and overexcited puppies to negotiate
en route.
However, by the end of lap 4 my pace
had slowed a little and I was running
alone. Not something I mind - having
trained (like an idiot) for a summer
marathon I did a lot of the long
training runs by myself - but by the
end of lap 5 the little voices were
kicking in.
The great things about a lapped race
are being able to see your support,
getting your drinks/ gels and being
able to dump unnecessary
hats/ shades etc. The flip side is that

once things start to go downhill the
temptation to stop is almost
overwhelming. Unlike point to point
races you don't have to find your way
back to the start or finish or work out
to how to contact anyone watching
out for you on the course. Having
said that the confidence that you
gain when you force yourself past
that point and on to the next lap is
also immeasurable.
So plod on I did, although I spent
most of lap 6 coaxing myself to the
next tree/ bin/ corner. An argument
not helped by the fact that my usual
gels seemed to be making me
queasy rather that giving a much
needed boost. But although my pace
continued to slow (advocates of
consistent pacing look away now mile 1 8:55; mile 24 11:05! ) I refused
to give in. Not even when James and
Guy finally lapped me just a couple of
hundred yards away from the start
finish line - bastards.
In the end the last lap was almost
enjoyable (possibly because I knew
the end was in sight) but by the time
I crossed the finish line in 4:22:23 I
was swearing 'NEVER AGAIN'. It's
amazing though what cookies, clean
clothes and a camp chair in the sun
can do to your frame of mind. So, will
i do it again? Maybe, but I don't think
I'll be joining the boys in the 100
challenge anytime soon.

Ray'sfor Life
By James Braithwaite
Well the race was on a mafting
Saturday afternoon on the 16/ 7/ 16 at
1pm, the race was billed as a 5KM &
the course was 3 laps around the road
of East Park.

The 3rd lap was again good and for a
change I was overtaking a lot of
people. As I got to the finish line I
finished well, I got my medal also my
bottle of water and I looked at my
watch it said 3.02 miles in 30:28 I was
very impressed with that.

I got there early and signed up, the
race was £5 to enter and you got a
medal which pleased me. The race
started at 1pm with a field of over 120
plus competitors. I started off well in
the race, I was enjoying the race more
than I do at parkrun as I think the
route is better.
The 1st lap was good as I was on my
2nd lap there were a few people
starting late. I was happy at the pace I
was doing it made the race feel harder
because of the heat, the shaded part
of the course under the trees was a
relief.
The views as always were nice to look
at around East Park. I got to the end of
my 2nd lap very surprised I?d managed
to keep the pace I was doing I noticed
also that the route most likely was not
going to be 5KM.

James Braithwaite with his finishes
medal after Rays for Life 2016

Race Reports
If you've enjoyed this month's
event write ups then why not
contribute to next months
newsletter.
Reports only have to be a
minimum of 200 words with a
couple of images.
Send your articles to
info@easthullharriers.com.

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

